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Static Methods in Java

Static methods in Java are methods that belong to a Java class rather than an instance of

the main class. These methods are accessed by all instances of the class. If a method is defined in

an instance of a Java class, it is only accessible by objects of the class. As a result, static methods

are called using their respective class name without initiating the class or creating an object of

the class first.

Static methods are used to access static data methods, such as variables. According to

Rabelo 2021, a static method in Java can be called simply by the class name accompanied by a

period and the method name. To declare a static method in Java, the “static” keyword is used. It

is called inside another static method. Therefore, it can only call static data members.

The entry point of a Java program is usually a static method. When a Java program runs

for the first time, there is no instance created yet, thus the main method is usually a static

method. In it, other static methods may be called directly using their respective class names

without necessarily creating instances of the classes. Static methods are distinguished from

non-static methods by the signature of the “static” keyword in static methods that are not found

in non-static methods (Edureka, 2020). As a result, it is easy to distinguish static methods from

non-static methods by just looking at the definition of the method.

Demonstration of Static Methods in Java

Defining a Static Method in Java
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Figure 1 Creating a static method in Java

Calling a Static Method from Another Static Method of a Different Class

Figure 2 Calling a static method

The Output After Calling the Static Method
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Figure 3 Output after calling the static method
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